TREATMENT GUIDE
WITH
The Clear Alternative Braces

YOUR NEW

SMILE
STARTS HERE

INVISALIGN:
STRAIGHT TEETH,
NO BRACES
Invisalign, the clear alternative to braces, is the
invisible way to straighten teeth for both adults
and teens using a series of custom-made, nearly
undetectable aligners.
In fact they are so subtle they have been called contact lenses for your teeth. Whether
your teeth are crowded, crooked, gapped, buck or have shifted since wearing braces,
you'll have reason to smile.
Invisalign aligners are made from strong, yet very thin medical-grade plastic that makes
them virtually invisible when worn. Not only are Invisalign aligners clear, they are also
removable. You can take them o to eat comfortably and brush your teeth properly.

INVISALIGN: STRAIGHT TEETH, NO BRACES
Tracey Bell (Straight teeth no braces) strives
for excellence in quality care to straighten
your teeth, enhance the appearance of
your smile and care for your teeth and
gums.
We do this with our modern equipment,
highest quality materials, latest technology
and our fastidious attention to detail.
We aim to provide you the most advanced,
almost invisible orthodontic treatment
techniques available utilising Invisalign.
The clear alternative to braces, by creating a
personalized treatment plan tailored to
your individual needs.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE: STEP 1
The following four steps have been developed by us over the past 10 years to help you
achieve beautiful straight teeth with Invisalign:
STEP 1. MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A FREE CONSULTATION:
Our accredited Invisalign dentist decides if Invisalign is right for you. We will show you
our vast variety of patients that have had Invisalign treatment over the past 10 years to
help ensure you are 100% con dent to proceed to the next step.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE: STEP 2
STEP 2. PRODUCE YOUR TAILORED INVISALIGN TREATMENT PLAN:
After your records appointment Tracey Bell, will develop a treatment plan carefully
customized to your speci c needs.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE: STEP 3
STEP 3. CREATE YOUR NEW SMILE:

Using the latest advances in 3-D computer technology,
Invisalign carefully translates your dentists instructions
into a series of precisely customized aligners. Before you
even start Invisalign treatment we show you your
crowded, crooked or gapped teeth on our advanced
computer software and every movement needed to make
your teeth straight.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE: STEP 4
CREATE YOUR

NEW SMILE

Using the latest advances in 3-D
computer technology, Invisalign
carefully translates your dentists
instructions into a series of precisely
customized aligners. Before you even
start Invisalign treatment we show
you your crowded, crooked or gapped
teeth on our advanced computer
software and ever y movement
needed to make your teeth straight.

INVISALIGN BENEFITS
E ective
Removable
Invisalign aligners can be
removed to eat, drink, brush
and oss or for special
occasions.

Even before your Invisalign
treatment is nished, you`ll begin
enjoying the bene ts of a better
smile. Teeth alignment will start
right from the beginning.

Customised
Your dental practitioner will
take impressions of your teeth
from which Align Technology
produces your personal
custom-made aligners

Invisalign is a great option for you if you have:
crowded teeth
spaced teeth
a large over bite (buck teeth)
orthodontic treatment that is relapsing
concerns with the appearance or discomfort associated with braces

Comfortable
Invisalign is comfortable as
there are no metal brackets or
wires to irritate your gums or the
inside of the mouth

Clear
Invisalign aligners are virtually
invisible so hardly anyone will
notice you`re straightening your
teeth

INVISALIGN BENEFITS
1. Invisalign® is nearly invisible - you can straighten your teeth as discreetly
as possible. Hardly anyone can tell and you can continue to smile.
2. Invisalign® is removable - you can eat and drink what you want in
treatment; you can also brush and oss normally to maintain good oral
hygiene and prevent the possibility of decay or gum disease.
3. Invisalign® is comfortable - there are no metal brackets or wires that may
cause mouth irritation.
4. Invisalign® shows you what to expect - allows you to view your own
personalised computer treatment plan before you start. Therefore, you can
see how straight your teeth could look and how long treatment should take.
5. Invisalign® Includes Free teeth Whitening - A fabulous smile is more than
just straight teeth. Naturally white teeth is also possible after you complete
Invisalign treatment with our free take home whitening

INVISALIGN

BENEFITS

BRACES?
or
INVISALIGN?
6. Invisalign® Can Improve your
dental health - Straighter teeth
are easier to brush and oss well.
This can help reduce decay or
gum disease.
7. Invisalign® Can be great for
sports people - Wearing metal
braces can be hazardous for
sports people. Contact sports
players must at all times wear
protective gear such as mouth
guards. If there is an accident to
the mouth area, it can cause
severe injuries to the lips and
gums, and even cause irreparable
damage to the teeth.

ALTERNATIVES TO INVISALIGN

When it comes to considering your options for a smile makeover, it's easy to see why
Invisalign has the clear advantage and will provide another reason to smile.
Compare Invisalign to other teeth straightening options: Metal braces, ceramic
braces or lingual braces are the most common alternatives.
The main issues with these options is potentially much more discomfort, unsightly
appearance (conventional metal or ceramic braces) and di culty with brushing o
plaque and food debris that may lead to decay or gum disease.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE IN DETAIL
It is important to make sure all your dental work is up to date, before the Invisalign
impressions are taken. It is important that both X-rays are taken around the same time as
the Impressions are taken. It is important, that during your Orthodontic or Invisalign
treatment regular hygiene appointments and examinations are completed.
At your initial records appointment photographs and impressions are taken. This fee
covers two appointments and allows you to see your teeth in 3D on our computer,
virtually moving from start to nish.
This computer simulation allows you to make sure everything is what you expected and
will give you an indication of the time needed to complete your treatment. This also
allows you the opportunity to assess how your teeth could look. If there is anything you
are not happy with we will modify the treatment until you are totally satis ed.
These records are necessary for treating Invisalign , and are great to look back on after
your Invisalign treatment is completed.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE IN DETAIL
Impressions of both dental arches are taken, a primary impression is taken rst
creating a custom aligner tray. The bene t of having a custom aligner tray made is to
provide an extremely accurate impressions. The custom aligner tray is lled with a
special type of impression material (polyvinyl siloxane) that takes around 4 minutes
to set, one arch is done at a time.
A bite registration impression is also taken, this impressions shows Align Technology
(Invisalign manufacturer) how your teeth currently t together in your bite.
A consent form must be read and signed before your impressions can be sent to
Align Technology.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE IN DETAIL
Once the impressions are done the dentist will upload your case into the online
treatment plan and the clincheck set-up begins. Once the dentist is happy with the
clincheck we will organize a time for you to sit down with the dentist and view your
clincheck. Once you are happy with your clincheck it takes about 4-6 for your
aligners to arrive.

INVISALIGN PROCEDURE IN DETAIL
When your aligners arrive we will give you a call to make a time to come in and get
your treatment started. At your rst appointment of inserting your aligners the
dentist will make sure they are comfortable and you can take them in and out, we
will also give you a show bag to take home with you.
Sometimes the dentist may prescribe the need for IPR ( Interproximal reduction). IPR
polish's away fractions of a millimeter, this is done with a super ne bur and pliable
metal strip (as thin as nylon oss). Teeth have a thick outer enamel coating that is
slightly reduced when polishing and a metal gauge measuring form 0.1mm to
0.4mm is used to determine the amount of space required.
In less complicated cases IPR may not be part of the treatment plan but may be
required to free up heavy contacts between the teeth so the teeth can move freely.
Each aligner needs to be worn for a minimum of 1-2 weeks for 22 hours per day.
A number of aligners will be given at your rst insert appointment. Your next
appointment will be in 4 weeks time. At this appointment we will be placing
attachments .

DURING INVISALIGN TREATMENT
The Invisalign attachments (buttons) a re small tooth coloured blobs that are xed
to your teeth to give your aligners better grip on the tooth that they are attached to.
They are usually oblong or square shape. Depending on the movement they are
designed to help with, they can be put on either vertically or horizontally, and can go
in di erent positions on each tooth to help create di erent movements. The image
below shows blue arrows pointing to the attachments.
The attachments stay on the teeth for the remainder of the Invisalign treatment and
are easily bu ed o when nished.
If the aligner is removed with excessive
force the attachment may fall o or chip . If
this happens you will have to come in to
see the dentist to get the attachment
replaced before moving onto the next
aligner. Once all your attachments are
placed you will visit the dentist as
prescribed by him/her.

DURING INVISALIGN TREATMENT
The process of putting the attachments on your teeth begins with the dentist using
a template aligner, made of a much ner, softer plastic than the normal aligners, The
template aligner is tted to your teeth to check it ts .
The dentist will then use an etch to roughen the surface of the tooth requiring
attachments. The dentist will then ll the attachment gaps in the template with a
owable composite and reinserted it on to your teeth, the composite is then light
cured.

AT THE END OF TREATMENT
After your Invisalign treatment is nished, just like with braces, it is important to
prevent your teeth from moving out of alignment. As teeth are part of your
biological makeup your teeth have memory and will have a tendency to move back
to where nature put them.
The only way for your teeth to remain straight is to wear retainers while sleeping lifelong (or as long as you would like your teeth to remain straight). We highly
recommend wearing Vivera retainers which are made by invisalign. Being
removable they are the perfect choice for keeping your teeth clean and are 30%
stronger than the Invisalign aligners. Vivera retainers capture your dentition digitally
and are kept on le for future use.
Once your Vivera retainers eventually wear out you can
just give the practice a call and we will order more Vivera
retainers without having to take new impressions. You
receive 3 sets of retainers for your upper teeth and 3 for
your lower teeth so you will always have a spare retainer.

FEES
As every situation is di erent the best
way to nd out what your treatment fee
will be is to attend a comprehensive free
consultation with the dentist who will
provide all your treatment from start to
nish at a Tracey Bell clinic.
Call 01624 613323 to book a FREE
Invisalign consultation today.

BEFORE AND AFTER

example 1

Please note, as every situation is unique, these before and after images cannot represent a guarantee of outcome.
Any material risks associated with your speci c dental situation will be explained during your consultation at Tracey Bell.

BEFORE AND AFTER
example 2

Please note, as every situation is unique, these before and after images cannot represent a guarantee of outcome.
Any material risks associated with your speci c dental situation will be explained during your consultation at Tracey Bell.
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